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Abstract 
Let T be a complete o-minimal theory. Roughly said, T has the CF property if every definable 
family of functions is, locally, a one-dimensional family. We show that if T has the CF property 
and it is nontrivial then an interval of an ordered abelian group is definable in every model of T. 
Along the way we develop a general notion of dimension for definable quotients in o-minimal 
structures. 
1. Introduction 
O-minimal structures, even though unstable, have shown to behave similarly to 
stable structures in more than one aspect. Many notions have been successfully 
translated from the stable to the o-minimal context, yielding interesting theorems 
there. In [3] and [6] we showed that with some modifications the notion of modular- 
ity, so useful in analysis of stable structures, has a well-behaved analogue in the 
o-minimal case. We called this notion the collapse offamilies offunctions, or the CF 
property. Roughly, an o-minimal structure has the CF property if every definable 
family of unary functions is, locally, a one parameter family. As we show in Proposi- 
tion 4.6, local modularity implies the CF property (the converse fails, see [3]). 
A standard example of a CF structure is an ordered vector space over an ordered 
division ring. 
In this paper we prove that if JZ is a CF structure with a nontrivial geometry then 
an ordered group operation is definable on some interval in Jz’. Clearly, we might not 
have a full definable ordered group, since _.& could be, say, the structure ([w, < , + * ), 
where + * is the partial function obtained by intersecting the graph of + with the set 
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[ - 1,1] 3. We call a structure of the form ([ - 1, 11, < , + *, 0) an ordered group- 
interval (see Definition 5.2) and prove here the following: 
Theorem 1.1. Let A be an o-minimal structure with the CF property and assume that 
the geometry of the definable closure is nontrivial. Then there is an interval I G M, 
a point a E I and a definable partialfunction + from I2 into I such that (I, < , + , a) is 
a divisible and commutative ordered group-interval. 
Given a E M and + as in the theorem, it is easy to see + induces a (full) group 
structure on the type-definable infinitesimal neighborhood of a (namely, on the cut in 
& that a determines in elementary extensions of A). 
Since the above theorem ensures that every nontrivial CF structure has a definable 
group-interval, we may restrict ourselves to such intervals with the CF property and 
investigate their structure. As the theorem below shows (see [3]), the possible defin- 
able sets in such structures generate nothing more than an ordered vector space over 
an ordered division ring. 
Given S c M a definable set, we denote by .& 1 S the structure that S inherits from 
.&‘, namely the collection of all J-definable subsets of Sk, for any k. 
Theorem 1.2 (Loveys and Peterzil [3]). Let J& = (M, < , + , . ..) be an o-minimal 
expansion of an ordered group or an ordered group-interval. Then A? has the CF 
property tjf the following holds: There is an ordered vector space V over an ordered 
division ring, an interval I E Vand a reduct 3 = (I, < , + , . ..) of VII such that N is 
elementary equivalent to A (after interpreting every O-definable relationfrom VI I in A.) 
Taken together, the two theorems give a local description of CF nontrivial struc- 
tures. (There is more work to do towards global analysis; the structure could have for 
example infinitely many group-intervals, either overlapping or pairwise disjoint, all 
given by different predicates.) 
In [4], Mekler, Rubin and Steinhorn gave an indication that a definable group- 
interval might be present in structures with a nontrivial geometry. However, it is still 
an open question whether that is true for structures without the CF property 
(necessarily then with nontrivial theory). In [6] we formulated, and proved in several 
cases, an analogue of Zil’ber’s conjecture for o-minimal structures, which states that in 
structures without the CF property a real closed field is definable on some interval. 
Theorem 1.1 is an analogue of a well-known theorem of Hrushovski on stable 
structures. In [l] it was shown that if p is a regular type over a stable structure d, 
p nontrivial and locally modular, then there is a definable group in JYq whose generic 
is nonorthogonal to p. We omit here the precise definitions. 
The main tool in proving Theorem 1.1 is the analysis of definable families of 
functions and the equivalence relation that is induced by the germs of the functions at 
certain points. We need for that a general notion of dimension for definable quotients 
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and we develop it in Section 3. (For other work on definable equivalence relations in 
o-minimal structures see [S].) 
2. Preliminaries 
The structures we work with are first-order structures. For simplicity, we will 
assume that the theories in question are all countable (none of the main results, 
however, are limited to the countable case). We use M 
, . . . ) is called o-minimal if every definable 
subset of M is a finite union of points and open intervals whose endpoints lie in 
Mu { + CO}. All o-minimal structures we consider here are assumed to be densely 
ordered (the ones with discrete ordering have been shown to be very simple, see [lo]). 
For basic results on o-minimal structures we refer the reader to [9] and [2]. 
Two notions of dimension and the interaction between them play a crucial role in 
this work: 
Definition 2.1. Let &? be an o-minimal structure. 
(i) For A and B two subsets of M, we define. 
dim(A/B) = min{ 1 A’1 IA’ c A and for all a E A, a E dcl(A’ u B)}, 
where dcl(-) is the definable closure operation, 
(ii) if U G Mk is a definable set then 
dim(U) = The largest n such that there is a projection 
from a subset of U onto an open subset of M”. 
The exchange principle for the definable closure in o-minimal structures guarantees 
that the first notion of dimension behaves well (see [9]). We have the following 
- - 
dimension formula: If u, u are tuples from M and if A 5 M then 
dim(rE/A) = dim(ti/GA) + dim@/A). 
The cell decomposition theorem ensures that the second notion of dimension 
satisfies basic properties (see [2]). In particular, if { Ud}deM’. is an A-definable family of 
uniformly definable sets then, for every k E N, the set {&I dim(U,) = k} is A-definable 
(see [7] fc-- further discussion). 
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The definition of a generic point brings together the two notions of dimensions: 
Definition 2.2. Let _H be an o-minimal structure, and assume that U is an A-definable 
subset of Mk for some k, U,,E U. We say that U,, is generic in U over A if 
dim(C,/A) = dim(U). If A = 8 we will take generic to mean generic over 8. 
As was noted in [7], if &! is an o-saturated structure, A G M finite, and U G M” 
a definable set then 
U, is generic in U over A iff dim(&/A) = max{dim(~/A)jE E U}, 
which implies that in w-saturated structures every definable set contains a generic 
point. 
For U a definable subset of Mk and U E U, we say that V G U is a neighborhood of 
U if V contains an open set around U in the relative topology of U. It follows from the 
above that if t&, is generic in U over A and if V G U is an A-definable set containing UO 
then dim(V) = dim(U). Moreover (see Proposition 1.9 in [7]), V is then a neighbor- 
hood of UO in U. Also, as was pointed out in [6], if U E Mk is an A-definable set and 
UO is generic in U over A then for any open set V G Mk containing tic, (not necessarily 
A-definable) we have dim(V n U) = dim(U). 
Several notions which arise from the geometry of the definable closure have proven 
to be very important in analyzing structures. 
Definition 2.3. Let .&? be an o-minimal structure. 
(i) The definable closure in JG! is said to have a trivial geometry if for every 
{a l,..., a,} G M, if the ais are pairwise independent (with respect to dcl(-)) then 
dim({al, . . ..a.}/@) = n. 
(ii) A structure _N is called modular if for every a, b, U from M, if a E dcl(b, U) then 
there is e E dcl(C) such that a E dcl(b, e). &! is called locally modular if there is a tuple 
C from M such that (&,C) is modular. 
(iii) An o-minimal complete theory T is called modular (locally modular, or trivial), if 
there is an w,-saturated model JZ + T which is modular (locally modular, or has trivial 
geometry). T is called nontrivial if it is not trivial (equivalently, if there is an ol- 
saturated model that is not trivial). 
As was shown in [4], trivial theories are 2-ary, namely every formula is equivalent 
relative to the theory, to a boolean combination of formulas in two free variables. The 
following lemma is taken from the same paper. 
Lemma 2.4. Let T be an o-minimal theory that is not 2-ary and let 4F T. Then, in 
jti! there are intervals I and J and a dejinable functions f: I x J -+ M that is continuous 
and in each coordinate is uniformly increasing or decreasing. 0 
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3. Dimension of definable quotients 
The results in this section were quoted without a proof in [3] and [6]. They are 
presented here in details. We fix T a complete o-minimal theory and M a model of T. 
Throughout this section we take “definable” to mean “definable in _M”. 
It is known (see [12]) that if 4 is an expansion of an ordered group then it has 
elimination of imaginaries in the following sense: If E is a definable equivalence 
relation on U c M”, U definable, then there is a definable function f: U -+ M’ such 
that U1 E&e f(Ul) = f (i&). (Actually, under the above assumption we can ensure that 
f (ti)Eti for every U E U.) We may define in that case the dimension of the quotient, 
denoted by dim(!), to be the dimension off(U). 
Since our intention is to consider general o-minimal structures we develop a notion 
of dimension which does not depend on the existence of a group. As we show, our 
notion agrees with the above one when there is a function which eliminates the 
imaginaries. Since all the statements we prove are preserved under elementary 
extensions we may assume from now on that A is o-saturated. 
Lemma 3.1. Let U c M” be a de$nable set and let f: U + Mr be a definable function 
such thatfor every tie U, dim({Clf(u) =f(C)}) = k. Then dim(U) = dim(f(U)) + k. 
Proof. Assume that U and f are A-definable, A 5 M. Let D = f (U) (so D is also 
A-definable) and assume that dim(D) = m. Let abe generic in D over A and let I&, E U 
be a generic point of set {U E U 1 f(U) = i] over &l. By the dimension formula we get 
dim(&,/A) = dim@/&,) + dim(&,/A), 
and since ais A&,-definable we get dim(&,/A) = dim(&/A). Again, by the formula, 
we have 
dim(&,/A) = dim(ti,/Ad) + dim(i/A) = k + m. 
So dim(&,/A) = k + m, hence dim(U) 2 k + m. 
If we start now with U,, generic in U over A and we let a= f(U,,) then 
dim(&,@A) = dim(z&,/A). Also, we see that dim(C,/d;l) I k, dim@/A) I m. So, by the 
dimension formula, dim&/A) I k + m. Cl 
For U c M” definable and f: U + M’ a definable function, f induces a natural 
equivalence relation on U, call it E, given by: U1 EC2 of (U1) = f (z&). Let [GIE be the 
E-class of U and for k = 0 ,...,n let U,E = (UE Uldim([z&) = k). Notice that each 
Uf satisfies the assumptions of the above lemma with respect to f, and that the 
collection of Ufs form a partition of U. The following corollary is immediate. 
Corollary 3.2. Let U E M” and f be as above, and assume that dim( f (Ui) = lk. Then 
(4 dim(U) = max{dim(U~)IO I k I n} = max{lk + k10 I k I n}, 
(ii) dimP(u) = max{lk10 I k i n} = max{dim(Uf) - k10 I k I n}. 0 
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The above corollary indicates the motivation for the following definition. 
Definition 3.3. Let U c M” be a definable set and let E be a definable equivalence 
relation on U. Let [z& denote the E-equivalence class of U. For 0 < k < n, define the 
set tJf = {U E U 1 dim( [&) = k}. We define the dimension of the quotient g to be 
dim($) = max {dim(Uf) - kJ0 I k 5 n}. 
Remarks. (i) By the last corollary, iffeliminates the imaginaries from $ then dim(g) 
= dim(f(U)). 
(ii) If the dimension of every E-class is greater or equal to k and if U has infinitely 
many E-classes then dim(U) > k (see [7]). It follows that dim(g) = 0 iff U has only 
finitely many E-classes. 
(iii) If dim(g) I k and U0 is generic in U (over the parameters used to define U and 
E) then dim([z&lE) 2 dim(U) - k. 
(iv) Notice that the Ufs are definable with the same parameters which were used to 
define U and E. Moreover, given a uniformly definable family of sets { U,=}jCEM~, where 
U, G M” for all X, equipped with a uniformly definable family of equivalence 
relations {E,}ieM , k the set {X 1 dim(g) = m} is a definable set for every m. 
For u c M” and U, c U definable sets, if E is a definable equivalence relation on 
U it induces, by restriction, an equivalence relation on U1, namely the relation 
E n (U, x U,). We use $ to denote the quotient that is obtained by this relation. In 
the following facts U is taken to be a definable subset of M” and E a definable 
equivalence relation on U. 
The fact below is easy to verify. 
Fact 3.4. Assume that U1, . . . , UI are definable pairwise disjoint sets which partition 
U in such a way that every E-class is contained in some Ui. Then 
dim(g) = max(dim(T)l 1 I i 2 1}. 0 
Definition 3.5. Let U and E be as above and let V G U. We define then 
Cl,(V) = {U E U (3j E V (fiEy)}. 
Fact 3.6. Assume that V G U is a dejinable set such that Cg(V) = U. Then 
dim(g) = dim($). 
Proof. To simplify notations we will assume that U, E and V are definable over the 
empty set (we can do that by adding finitely many constants to the language). Let 
Uf be such that dim(UF) - k = dim&. Let U be a generic element of Uf (over 0). Let 
U1 be generic in [GIE n V over t2 (by our assumption [r& n V # f$), hence 
dim(G1/ti) = dim([& n V) = i, for some i. But then Ur E VE hence 
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dim(tir/@ i dim Vi”). By the dimension formula we then get 
dim(~t2,/0) = dim(ti,/ti) + dim(u/@ = dim(G/tir) + dim(G,/@. 
But dim(ti/u,) I k (since U E [U1lE and dim( [UIIE) = k, therefore 
i + dim(Uf) < k + dim(Vf), 
and so 
dim(Uf) - k I dim(V’/iE) - i, 
hence dim& I dim(g). 
Starting now from a generic element in V,“, for the right k, and proceeding as before 
we can show that dim($) 2 dim(g). 0 
We can conclude now that dimensions behave as expected with respect to subsets. 
Fact 3.7. If U1 G U is a definable set then dim(%) < dim(g). 
Proof. Let V = Cl,(Ur). Then, by the last fact dim(g) = dim(;). But V induces 
a partition on U into V and U\ V which satisfies the conditions of Fact 3.4, therefore 
dim@) 2 dim(g) = dim(G). 0 
Fact 3.8. If Uf=, Ui = U for definable Uis then dim(g) = max(dim(%)l 1 < i 4 l}. 
Proof. By Fact 3.7, dim& 2 dim($) for all i. Pick k such that dim& = dim(Uf) - k. 
Then for some 1 I i I 1, dim(U, n Uf) = dim(U,E). Define U = Ui n Uf and 
V = Cl,(U). By Fact 3.6, dim($) = dim(g). But U E V, hence dim(V) = dim(U:) and 
so dim(g) = dim(g) = dim(Uf) - k = dim(Uf). By Fact 3.7, dim(g) I dim(%) I 
dim(g) and therefore dim(g) = dim(%). 0 
The following proposition ensures that the dimension of quotients behaves well 
with respect to a refining sequence of equivalence relations. 
Proposition 3.9. Let U c M” be a definable set and let El, E2 be two definable 
equivalence relations on U such that E2 E El and such thatfor all ii E U, dim(%) = r. 
Then dim(g) = dim($) + r. 
Proof. To simplify notations we will use [ti] to denote the E,-classes of U. For every 
U E U there is a k such that dim([zQ) - k = dim(g) = r. Since there are finitely 
many such ks we can define a set V c U such that 
(i) Cl,,(V) = U, 
(ii) for every 5 E V there is a k such that if fir El V then dim( [U11E2) = k, 
(iii) for all G E V we still have dim(g) = r, which implies that dim( [V]) = k + r, for 
the k from (ii), 
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It follows that for every k we have Vf* = Vf:, and hence 
dim& = max{dim(Vp) - k 10 s k I n) 
= max{dim(@) - (k + r)lO I k I n> + r 
= max{dim(V~:,) - (k + r)lO I k I n> + r = dim(g) + r. 0 
The corollary is now immediate. 
Corollary 3.10. Let U E M” be a definable set and let El, E2 be two definable equiva- 
lence relations on U such that E, c El and such thatfor all u E U, dim(%) 2 r. Then 
dim(g) 2 dim (8) + r and in particular, dim(g) 2 dim ($) (independently ofr). Iffor 
every U E U we have dim(%) I r. then dim(g) < dim($) + r. 0 
The proposition below is a generalization of the fact that definable bijections 
preserve the dimension of definable sets. 
Proposition 3.11. Let U and V be definable subsets of M” and Mr, respectively. Let 
E and F be definable equivalence relations on U and V, respectively, and let f be 
a definable function from U into V. Then 
(i) Iffor all UI, ii2 E U, UI Euz*f (tit) F f (&), then dim(g) = dim(y). 
(ii) Zf for all ii1 , ii2 E U, UI Eii, j f (U1) F f (t.&), then dim($) 2 dim(y). 
(iii) If for all tiI, ii2 E U, f (U1) F f (&) * UI Et&, then dim(g) I dim(q). 
Proof. By assuming that f is surjective we can prove the results for V instead off(U). 
(i) For 0 I m I r, consider the set V$ Let U, = f -I (VE). By Fact 3.8, it is enough 
to show that dim(g) = dim(q). For Ui,& E U1, define the equivalence relation: 
U,E,U20f(Ul) = f(z&). Clearly, El c E. For every Ue U1, dim(f [&)) = 
dim([f (ti)&) = m. But then, by the first remark after Definition 3.3, 
if U E U1 then dim(F) = m. By Proposition 3.9, dim($) = dim(G) + m and using the 
same remark, we have dim(g) = dim(Vi). So, 
dim(%) = dim( Vi) - m = dim(g). 
(ii) and (iii) easily follow from (i). q 
4. The CF property 
Let W E M”+ ’ be a definable set and F : W + M a definable function. If U is the 
projection of W onto the first n coordinates then we obtain a family of unary functions 
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% = {fG 1 U E U} defined byf,(x) = F(i& x). D enote by I, the domain off<. % induces 
the following two equivalence relations on U: 
Definition 4.1. Let U, V be in U. 
(i) For J c M an interval, define U -J V ifI, n J = I, n J andfO(x) =fJx) for all 
x in I, n J (we also use: ftl 1 J = fvj J for the latter). 
(ii) For a E M, define U -a V iff there exists a, > a such that U -ca,a1) ~7. 
For % as above, the relation -a induces an obvious equivalence relation on the&s. 
We call the equivalence class off, with respect to this relation the (positive) germ offfi at 
a. To avoid cumbersome notation let [U]1: denote the -,-class of U and let [UIJ 
denote the -,-class of ii. Notice that above notions are all definable with the 
parameters which were used to define U, %, J and a. They clearly depend on % but 
we use them only when it is clear which % we refer to. 
Definition 4.2. We say that A has the CF (Collapse of Families) property, or k! is a CF 
structure, zffor every dejinublefumily offunctions % = { fG 1 ii E U} and every a E M, we 
have dim ($) I 1. 
The CF property can be expressed as an axiom scheme, quantifying over possible 
parameters, hence it is preserved under elementary equivalence. We say that a com- 
plete theory T has the CF property if one (or equivalently, every) model of T has the 
CF property. 
The lemma below was proved in [3]. 
Lemma 4.3. Let &? be an o-saturated structure. Then the following are equivalent. 
(1) A? has the CF property. 
(2) If % is an A-definable family offunctions us above, a E M and ii,, generic in U over 
UA then there is al > a and a neighborhood V E U of ii0 such that 
dim(- - ,.,J 2 1. 0 
We use here the following consequence of the CF property. 
Lemma 4.4. Let & be an w-saturated CF structure. Assume that W, U and % are us 
above, all A-definable. If (i&, a) is generic in W over A, then there is an open interval 
J containing a and a neighborhood V E U of ii0 such that dim(z) I 1. 
Proof. Without loss of generality A = 0. Let UO be generic in U. If (a,, u2) is an interval 
in M then, by the CF property and Lemma 4.3, there is an interval I c (~~,a,) and 
a neighborhood V c U of GO, such that dim(:) I 1 (just find a E (aI, u2) such that UO 
is generic in U over a, then apply the lemma). By shrinking V and I we may choose 
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them to be Z-definable, for some tuple C, such that U,, is still generic in Vover C. By the 
third remark after Definition 3.3, 
dim([t&& n V) 2 dim(V) - 1 = dim(U) - 1, 
and hence dim([i&]i) 2 dim(U) - 1. 
Let q5(&,, x) be the formula 
~Y~,YZ (~1 < x < ~2) & (dim(C%J~,,,,,J 2 dim(U) - 1). 
As the above argument shows, the collection of as for which +(~,,,a) fails cannot 
contain an interval. So, by o-minimality, there can be only finitely many as for which 
q5(&,, a) fails, and in particular if (t&, a) is generic in W then @(G,,, a) holds. Fix now 
a, < a < a, such that dim([i&,](,,,.,, _ ) > dim(U) - 1. Clearly, if J G (u1,u2) then we 
still have dim ([UOIJ) 2 dim(U) - 1, hence we may pick ai, u2 independent over U,,. 
But then U0 is still generic in U over al, u2 so there is a neighborhood V G U of U,, 
such that for every V E V we have dim([G] (ai,(l2j) 2 dim(U) - 1 = dim(V) - 1. 
Moreover, we can choose V such that for every V E V we have 
dWCG,,~,~ n v) 2 dim(U) - 1. It follows that dim(*) I 1. 0 
The converse of the lemma is also true but we will not prove it here. As the example 
below shows, we cannot omit in the lemma the assumption that (U,,, a) is generic in W. 
Example 4.5. Consider the CF structure (58, -, -=c ). Define F: R3 + R by 
F gives rise to a family of functions { f(,,, ,ulj (x) I(u1,u2) E R2} in a natural way. It is 
easy to see that for any open interval J containing 0 and for every open I/ G lR2 we 
have dim(&) = 2. 
As was pointed out in [3], the converse of the following proposition is false, namely, 
there are CF theories which are not locally modular. 
Proposition 4.6. If a complete theory T is o-minimal and locally modular then T has the 
CF property. 
Proof. Let ..& be an wr-saturated model of T. Assume that P = { f@l U E U} is 
a definable family of partial unary functions and let a be in M. By adding constants to 
the language we may assume that &’ is modular and that F, U and a are all 
O-definable. Let U0 be generic in U over 0. We will show that there is al > a and 
a neighborhood V c U of U,, such that (Z&-J I 1. 
Let c E M, c > a, be an infinitesimal element with respect to dcl(&), in the following 
sense: For every d E dcl(&,), if a < d then a < c < d. In particular, &, and c are 
independent. 
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Let b =fO,(c). By modularity of &’ there is e E dcl(&) such that b E dcl(e, c). Since U,, 
is generic in U there is a O-definable neighborhood V E U, of i&,, and a O-definable 
function g: V -+ M such that g(&,) = e. Replacing U by V, we may assume that g is 
defined on U. Since b is in dcl(g(z&), c) and g(UO),c are independent, there is a O- 
definable neighborhood D c M2 of (g(z&), c) and a O-definable function h : D + M 
such that h(g(&),c) = b. Furthermore, since U0 and c satisfy the formula 
h(g(&), c) =ftiO(c), there is a O-definable neighborhood S E V x M of (tiO, c) such that 
for all (V, x) E S we have h(g($, x) = fJx). 
Consider the set S,, = {x E M 1 (i&,, x) E S}. This set contains an interval I around 
c whose endpoints are z&-definable. But since c was taken to be infinitesimal, the left 
endpoint of Z must be not greater than a. The right endpoint, call it ul, may be chosen 
not in dcl(ti,). But now U0 satisfies the formula 
#(u, ~1) = Vx E (a, ~1) h(g($ x) =_Mx). 
Since U0 is still generic in U over a, there is a neighborhood V c U of U, such that for 
all 6 E V the formula $(V, a,) holds. 
We showed then that, given Yr, Ez E V, if g(V,) = g(&) thenf,,] (u,ui) =_f6, l(u,u,). 
By Proposition 3.ll(iii), (&) I 1. 0 
5. Defining the group-interval 
As we saw in Lemma 2.4, if T is an o-minimal nontrivial theory then in every model 
4 of T there is a definable binary function F: I x I + M (I an open interval in M), 
which is continuous and strictly monotone in both variables. We call a E M a non- 
trivial point if there is such F and I for which a E I. 
Theorem 5.1. Let A be an wI-saturated model of T, Tan o-minimal theory with the CF 
property and let a be a nontrivial point in M. Then there is a type-definable ordered 
group G = (G, + , < >, containing a. More precisely, G E M is a convex type- 
definable set and -I- is a definable group operation. The group G is ordered, ubelian and 
divisible. 
Proof. Let F: I x I -+ M, a E I, be a function that is continuous and strictly monotone 
in both variables. Without loss of generality, F and I are O-definable. If F is decreasing 
in both variables then let f=(x) = F(a,x) and replace the function F(x, y) with the 
function f i ’ 0 F(x, y), where defined. The point (a, a) is in the interior of the domain of 
the new function, and the function is now strictly increasing in both variables. By 
replacing Z with a smaller interval, we may assume then that F is strictly increasing in 
both variables on Z x I. 
Given any a, E I, there is a definable bijection between a neighborhood of al and 
a neighborhood of a, which is given by: x H y iff F(x, y) = F(ul, a) (this bijection is 
order preserving). It follows that there is a definable bijection between neighborhoods 
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of any two points in I. Notice that this implies that the local structures (induced from 
4’) near any two points in Z are definably isomorphic. In particular, it will be sufficient 
to define the group around any point in I, since we could transfer the structure, via 
those bijections, to a neighborhood of any other point in I. 
The idea of the proof. We may think of F as parametrizing a family of unary 
functions from I into M, where for u E I we call F(u, x) =fJx). Assume that a group 
structure was already present in A and that fu(x) = u + x. Consider the family of 
functions obtained by composing all pairs of such functions. Each such pair, 
fu of”(x) = (u + v) + x, is determined by its value at a single point, say at 0. Moreover, 
the composition of two such functions gives a function from the original family. In our 
case, we use the CF property to get a family of functions for which the composition of 
each two is determined by its value at a single point. We then show that composition 
behaves like addition. 
Fix u. in I. By replacing F(u, x) with the functionf,’ 0 F(u, x) (where defined) and 
cutting down I, we may assume thatf,, is the identity function. By the continuity of F, 
if ul, u2 E Z are close enough to u. then the function fu, ofu, is defined on some 
nonempty interval. Notice also that the map (ui, u2, x) of,,, of,,,(x) is continuous and 
strictly increasing in all variables on its domain. Define the following family of 
functions (we omit from here on the composition symbol): 
9 = {fu1fu*l%7 u2 E Z andf,,,f,, is defined on a nonempty interval}, 
and let U = {(u,, u2) E Z2 If”,f,, E 9-1. 
Claim 1. There is an open set V E U and a point e E Z such that 
(i) for every (u, v) E V we have e E dom(f.f”), 
(ii) for every (nl,ul), (Q,Q) E Ywe havefu,fv,(e) =fu,fvz(4 ifffJv,(x) =f,,,f&) 
for all x in their common domain. 
Proof. By our previous comment, U is a nonempty open set and for every u E I, both 
(Q, u) and (u, uO) are in U. Fix e generic in Z over uo, so e E dom(&,) and hence, by the 
continuity of F, there is an open set U1 G U such that e E dom(fu,f.,) for every 
(Ui,%)~ Ul. 
Apply now Lemma 4.4 to P and e and to any generic in Ui over uoe. There is then 
an open set V c U, and an open interval .Z E Z containing e such that dim ($) I 1. 
(Notice that since u,, is not generic anymore, we cannot ensure that (u, u,,) or (u,,, u) are 
in V, for any u E I.) 
By the definition of dimension, the collection of elements in V whose -J- equiva- 
lence class has dimension 0 is at most 1. If dim( [VI_,) = 2 for some V E V then there is 
u0 E M and a whole interval K such that (Q} x K G [V&. But by the monotonicity in 
the variables ui, u1 this is impossible. So, by discarding a set of small dimension, we 
may assume that for all 6 E V we have dim( [V] _,) = 1. 
For CEM, let Vc={( u,,u,) E Vlfulfu,(e) = c}. Clearly, if U E V, then the whole 
-J-class of U is in V,. By monotonicity, dim(VJ I 1, so for every c, either V, = 0 or 
dim(Vc) = 1, and dim(2) = 0, namely 2 is finite. As we will now demonstrate, we 
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may assume that every c E M either V, = 8 or % contains a single nontrivial element 
(namely, a germ of a single nonempty function). 
Notice first that the -,-classes can be linearly ordered, in a definable way, as 
follows: Let .Z = (b,, b2). We first make all the (fU1fU2)s total on J by formally giving 
them the value - co where they are not defined. We then define 
* 3Y,,Yz C@I 2 Yl < Y2 s b2) 
&Vx E (Yl,YJ (fu,fu,(x) <.f”,.fU,W)l~ 
It is easy to verify that < is a linear ordering of the -J classes in V. 
Since every c satisfies the first order formula dim(s) = 0, there is a K E N such that 
for every c, !$ has at most K classes. Define for every i E { 1, . . . , K} the set 
Vi = {(u1,u2) E I’( [(u,, u2)lJ is the <-ith class in %,, wheref,,f,,,(e) = c). 
Since uFzl Vi = I’, there is some I$ of dimension two, so without loss of generality 
V = 5. Clearly now, for every c E M, $ contains at most one nontrivial germ. 
Without loss of generality, I/ = I1 x Z2 for some open intervals Ii, I2 G M. 
We fix now the following notation: For u E Ii, we let gU =fU and for TV E I,, we let 
h, =fV. For every (u, u) E I, x Z2, we know that e E dom(g,h,) and by cutting down the 
domain of each h, we may assume that dom(g,h,) 5 J. We have shown then, 
For every (4, vi), (u2, v2) E Zr x Z2 
[IgUl&(e) = gU2hV2(e) * gul&(x) = gU2hV2(x) 
for all x in their common domain], 
which proves Claim 1. 
(1) 
We now further modify our family of functions as follows: Fix (or, 02) E I, x Z2. 
Replace each h, by the function h&’ h, and each gU by (go, h,,)) rgUhD2. To save 
notations, we still denote the new functions by h, and g,,, respectively. It is easy to 
verify that { gU 1 u E I, } and {h, 1 v E Z2} still satisfy (1) and furthermore we now have: 
(i) h,,(x) = x for all x E dom(h,,). 
(ii) g,,(x) = x for all xEdom(g,,), and for all u E II, e E dom(g,). 
Let A be the collection of all parameters we have used so far and let &r <_A%’ be 
a prime model over A (prime models over sets exist in o-minimal structures, see [9]). 
We define two “infinitesimal” neighborhoods, of or and e, respectively. 
G={u~MJforallu~,u,~M~ifu~<o~<u~thenu,<u<u~}, 
dp={x~.Zlforalle~,e~~M~ife~<e<e~thene,<x<e~}. 
Claim 2. (i) For every u E G, { gU(x) 1 x E j} = f. 
(ii) For every x E$, {g,,(x)lu E G} = f. 
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Proof: Since o1 and e are both in MI and e E dom(g,,) there are intervals I’,J’ in 
MI, o1 E I’, e E J’, such that for all u E I’ we have J’ c dom(g,). Clearly then, for all 
u E G, we have $ s dom(g,). We use now the fact that if fis a definable continuous 
function from M into M then it maps intervals to intervals. Given u E G, the map 
(u, x) H g,(x) is continuous function, so by continuity arguments and the fact that 
go,(e) = e we can show that gu(y) is a convex subset of 2. But g,, is a strictly 
monotone function so its inverse function is also continuous, hence g; 1 ( $) E 8. The 
proof of (ii) is similar once we consider the map u H gu(x). 
Claim 3. For u1,u2,u3 E G, if gulguz(e) = g,,(e) then guIgu2(x) = gu,(x) for all x E 2. 
Proof. Assume that gulguz(e) = gU,(e). Then gU,(e) = g,‘g,,,(e) = c, for some c E $, 
which implies that gO;‘gu,(e) = g,‘g,,,(e) = c (since go;’ is the identity function). 
By the continuity of the map (u, x) H h,(x), there is u near o2 such that h,(e) = c. We 
have then g,‘g,,(e) = h,(e), and hence g,,(e) = gut/r,(e), which we can write as 
g&&4 = gulk(e). Now apply (1) to get: 
gush,,(x) = gulh,(x) for all x in their common domain. 
Using continuity again, we see that 9 is contained in the domains of the functions on 
both sides of the equation. Since h,, = id, we get: 
g,‘g,,If = hoIf. (2) 
The choice of u depended only on c so by repeating the same argument we get 
g,‘g,,If = 49. (3) 
Putting (2) and (3) together, we get 
g,‘gu,If = g,‘gu*I~ = Sll,I$> 
which clearly implies the claim. 0 
We define now 
By the monotonicity in u, there is at most one such uJ for every ul,uz E M, so * is 
a function where defined. By Claim 2, * is defined everywhere on G 2 and its image is G. 
Using the fact that (ul, u2, x) H gu1gu2(x) is strictly increasing and continuous we can 
conclude that * is continuous and strictly increasing in both variables. 
We can now immediately see that (G, *, < ) is an ordered divisible group: The 
associativity of * follows from Claim 3 by showing that u = ul*(u2 * u3) iff 
guIgu2guJ(e) = gU(e) iff u = (ur * u2) * u3. The identity element is clearly or, and the 
existence of inverses is easily seen to follow from Claim 2. For the divisibility of G, 
notice that the map u H u” is a continuous map and if u > or then u” > u. On the 
other hand, 0; = or < u so, by the intermediate value theorem there is ul such that 
ut = u. Similarly, for u < ol. 
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We need to see that * is commutative. Notice that since G is not definable in _M, we 
do not know a-priori that its ordered group structure is o-minimal so we cannot use 
the fact (see [9]) that o-minimal groups are abelian. However, one can first prove 
a slightly modified version of a theorem from [9]: If Gr is an infinite subgroup of 
G which is obtained by intersecting an .&-definable set with G, then G, = G. The 
proof is very similar to the original one and we leave it to the reader. 
Given u E G, consider the centralizer of U, C, = {ur E Gl u1 * u = u * nl}. C, is 
infinite since it contains all the integral multiples of U, hence it satisfies the assump- 
tions of the above statement. It follows that C, = G, hence G is abelian. 0 
From now on we use + for the group operation. Let [ - U, u] be an interval in G. 
Notice that ( [ - U, u], + ) is not a group anymore since + is a partial function on 
[ - U, u] 2. Assume that all the parameters we have used in the definition of + , as well 
as u, are contained in some tuple C from M. Consider now any finite part, x(C), of the 
theory of ([ - U, u], < , + ), where + is regarded as a partial function (or, alterna- 
tively, regard it as the predicate obtained by the intersection of the graph of + with 
[ - U, u] “). Since + is definable in _4?, every model of T satisfies 3% x(W). This type of 
“group-intervals” were studied in [3] and we specify now what x we choose to work 
with. 
Definition 5.2. Let (I, < ) be a linearly ordered set such that < is a dense linear 
order with a first and a last point (so Z is of the form [a, /I]). Let + be a partial map 
from Z2 into I and let e be an element of (a,b). We say that ([cr,p], < , + ,e) is 
a commutative ordered group-interval, with e as the identity element, if the following 
hold. 
(i) For every c E I, the two partial maps x ++ c + x and x H x + c are equal. 
Namely, c + x is defined iff x + c is defined, in which case x + c = c + x. 
(ii) + is an associative operation, when defined. Namely, for x1, x2, x3 E I, 
(x1 + x2) + x3 is defined if and only if x1 + (x2 + x3) is defined, in which case 
(Xi + x2) + x3 = x1 + (x2 + x3). 
(iii) For every c E I, the map x H c + x is continuous and strictly increasing on its 
domain. If c 2 e then there is r 2 e such that the domain of the map x t+ c + x is [cc, r] 
and its range is [M + c, /I]. If c I e then there is 12 e such that the domain of the map 
x H c + x is the interval [Z, /I] and its range is the interval [cc, /I + c]. 
(iv) For every x E I, e + x = x. 
(v) For every x E [a, /I] there is x’ E [a, /I] such that x + x’ = e. 
As was shown in [3], the name group-interval is indeed appropriate since every 
commutative and divisible group-interval is isomorphic to an interval in an ordered 
group. Clearly, one could formulate a corresponding notion of an ordered group- 
interval 3 = (I, < , *, e) without assuming the commutativity of *. However, if 3 is 
o-minimal then we can prove the commutativity and divisibility of * just as we did it 
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above for G. (Notice that group-intervals are topological local groups in the sense, say, 
of [ll].) 
With the comments preceding the above definition we may conclude now the 
following theorem, slightly more informative than Theorem 1.1. 
Theorem 5.3. Let T be a complete o-minimal theory with the CF property and assume 
that T is nontrivial. If A? k T and a is a nontrivial point in M then there is an interval 
I c M, a E I, and a dejinable partialfunction + from I ’ into I, such that (I, < , + , a) 
is a divisible and commutative ordered group-interval with a as its identity element. 
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